INTRODUCTION
It is well known that certain facts about linear operators in finite dimensional Hilbert spaces may be proved in the infinite dimensional case, article no. 0124 provided that the operators belong to some finite von Neumann algebra. For instance, it is proved in [Foi. Kova.] that any completely non unitary contraction T in a finite von Neumann algebra is of class C 0, 0 ; i.e., the sequences (T * n T n ) n 0 and (T n T * n ) n 0 both strongly converge to zero. This implies that any contraction of class C 1, } in a finite W*-algebra is unitary, a fact which is obvious in the finite dimensional case.
Recently, we proved (cf. [Cas. Fa. 2, Theorem 2] ) that any element T of class C \ ( \ 1) in a finite von Neumann algebra M, whose spectrum is contained in the unit circle, is conjugate to a unitary element U # M. Moreover, we showed that it is possible in this case to choose a positive invertible element A # M, &A& } &A
&1
& 2\&1, such that T=A &1 UA. The proof used in a crucial way an operator kernel K r, t (T) which allows to recover the main features of the Nagy Foias harmonic analysis of contractions in Hilbert spaces without using the unitary dilation theory (cf. [Cas. 2; Cas. Fa. 1, 2] ).
The aim of this paper is to investigate the structure of power-bounded elements of class C 1, } in a finite von Neumann algebra. More precisely, we get:
Main Theorem. Let T be a power-bounded element in a finite von Neumann algebra M acting on a separable Hilbert space H. The following conditions are equivalent:
(i) T is of class C 1, } ;
(ii) There exists a positive invertible element A # M and a unitary U # M such that T=A &1 UA;
(iii) The spectrum of T is contained in S 1 .
Moreover, if one of these conditions holds, we may take for A the square root of the strong limit (which exists in M) of the Cesaro means of the sequence (T* n T n ) n 0 .
The main interest of the above theorem certainly lies in (i) O (ii). Our result proves that any C 1, 1 power-bounded element in a finite W*-algebra is conjugate to a unitary, a fact conjectured by I. Kovacz in 1970 (cf. [Kova, p. 352] ).
The main tool used is the existence of a unique dominant isometrizer S T for T, together with a description of S T as the image of the identity through some unique completely positive projection E T from M onto the space C(T )=[X # M | T*XT=X] of T-Toeplitz operators (cf. [Na. Foi. 2; Cas. Fa. 2] ). Such completely positive projections exist for any C 1, } powerbounded operator, and it is clear that they will play a crucial role in the analysis of the invariant subspace problem. We shall develop this point of view in a forthcoming paper devoted to the invariant subspace problem for C 1, } power-bounded operators. Here, we use the finiteness of M to give a short and ad hoc construction of the completely positive projection E T : M Ä C(T ). This paper is organized as follows. A first section (Sect. 1) introduces the notations. In a second section (Sect. 2), we discuss the notion of dominant isometrizer, and prove that any C 1, } power-bounded element in a finite W*-algebra has a unique dominant isometrizer S T which is injective. Moreover, we show that S T =E T (I ), where E T : M Ä C(T) is some (uniquely defined) completely positive projection. The third section (Sect. 3), is devoted to the proof of our main Theorem. One one hand, looking at the operator R T =S T * S T , we prove that any C 1, } powerbounded operator in a finite von Neumann algebra is conjugate to a unitary. On the other hand, using the properties of the kernel K r, t (T )`u nder the trace'' (cf. [Cas. Fa. 1, 2] ), we show that any power-bounded operator in a finite W*-algebra, whose spectrum is contained in S 1 , is of class C 1, } (in fact, of class C 1, 1 ).
Some results of this paper were presented during the Journe es de The orie des ope rateurs at Lille, in February 1994. The authors thank the organizers of this meeting for their hospitality. 
Operator Theory
We shall use the standard terminology of operator theory as in [Beau. ]. In particular, we shall denote by H a separable Hilbert space, and by B(H) the algebra of all bounded linear operators acting upon H. For any T # B(H), we shall denote by _(T) the spectrum of T. If &T& 1, the operator T is called a contraction. If there exists a constant C 0 such that:
for any integer n 0, the operator T is said to be power-bounded. Recall also that an operator T # B(H) is said to be of class C 1, } (resp. of class C } , 1 ) if, for any non zero x # H, the sequence (T n x) n 1 (resp. the sequence (T * n x) n 1 ) does not converge to zero. Any operator belonging to the classes C 1, } and C } , 1 will be called of class C 1, 1 .
Dual Algebras and Weak Spectrum
For any T # B(H), we shall denote by A T the dual algebra generated by T, i.e. the smallest ultraweakly closed subalgebra of B(H) containing T. The weak spectrum _*(T ) of T is defined (cf. [Cas. 1, 3] ) by _*(T )=[* # C | the ultraweakly closed ideal generated by T&*I is proper in A T ].
It is proved in [Cas. 3, Prop. p. 102] that the boundary _*(T) of _*(T ) is contained in the spectrum of T. Also, for any * Â _ tot (T )=_*(T ) _ _(T ), the resolvant (T&*I ) &1 of T belongs to A T . The following supplementary result will be useful: Lemma 1. For any pair A, B of elements in B(H), we have
Proof. Let A, B # B(H), and * # C& [0] . If * Â _*(AB), there exists a net (X i ) i # l in the dual algebra generated by AB, X i =P i (AB) for some P i # C[X], such that (AB&*I ) X i ultraweakly converges to the identity.
, and hence Y i belongs to the dual algebra generated by BA. Q.E.D.
Von Neumann Algebras
Recall that a von Neumann algebra M acting on a Hilbert space H is by definition an ultraweakly closed *-subalgebra of B(H) containing the identity. Such a von Neumann algebra is finite if and only if it admits a faithful normal finite trace. A good example of a finite von Neumann algebra is the W*-algebra generated by the left regular representation of a countable discrete group. For more details on von Neumann algebras we refer to [Dix.] and [Sak.] . For any projection P in a von Neumann algebra M acting on H, we shall denote by M p =[PXP | X # M] the corresponding reduced von Neumann algebra, which acts on P(H). The following result will be useful in Section 3:
Lemma 2. Let T be an operator in a finite von Neumann algebra M acting on a separable Hilbert space H. Let P be a projection in M such that P(H) is invariant under T. Then the spectrum _(PTP) of PTP # M p is contained in _(T ).
Proof. We have to prove that A=PTP&*P is invertible in M p for any complex number * # C&_(T). At this end, it suffices to prove that P(H) is invariant under the inverse (T&*I ) &1 of T&*I. Indeed if P(H) is invariant under (T&*I ) &1 then T&*I and (T&*I ) &1 may be represented by upper triangular matrices in the orthogonal decomposition H=P(H) Ä (I&P)(H) of H, and the multiplication of these matrices in both possible orders will directly give that A is left and right invertible. So, we only have to prove that P(H) is invariant under (T&*I ) &1 . To do this, we must use the fact that M is finite. Let Q be the final support of (T&*I) P. Since (T&*I)(P(H)) is contained in P(H), we have Q P. On the other hand the projection Q is equivalent via the partial isomety of the polar decomposition of (T&*I ) P, to the initial support E of (T&*I ) P. But since T&*I is invertible, the projection P coincide with E and hence is equivalent to Q, a fact which implies that {(Q)={(P). This implies that Q=P, and hence (T&*I)(P(H))=P(H). Therefore we have (T&*I ) &1 (P(H))= P(H), and the proof of the lemma is complete.
Q.E.D.
Note that the notion of an element of class C 1, } (resp. of class C }, 1 ) in a von Neumann algebra M does not depend on the way M acts on a Hilbert space H. Indeed, we deduce from [Dix.] (Chap. I, Sect. 4, No. 2 The oreÁ me 1, p. 51) that T # M is of class C 1, } (resp. of class C } , 1 ) if and only if for any non zero positive normal form , on M, the sequence ,(T * n T n )) n 1 (resp. the sequence (,(T n T * n )) n 1 does not converge to zero.
ISOMETRIZERS AND COMPLETELY POSITIVE PROJECTIONS FOR POWER-BOUNDED OPERATORS

Isometrizers
Let T be a power-bounded element in a von Neumann algebra M acting on a separable Hilbert space H. Set, as in [Cas. Fa. 2] ,
The elements in C(T ) will be called T-Toeplitz operators (cf. [Na. Foi. 2, p. 373] for the terminology). If T is the unilateral shift on H 2 (S 1 ), then C(T ) is just the space of all standard Toeplitz operators on H 2 (S 1 ).
Definition 1. Let T be an element in a von Neumann algebra M acting on a separable Hilbert space H. We shall call any positive element in C(T ) (resp. any positive one-one element in C(T )), a quasi-isometrizer for T (resp. an isometrizer for T ).
Denote by C + (T ) the set of all quasi-isometrizers for T. For any C 1, } -contraction T with cyclic vector, we used in [Cas. Fa. 2 ] the basic isometrizer
to construct an asymptotic spectral measure + T on S 1 , and to derive a symbolic calculus for T-Toeplitz operators. Indeed, we proved that the symbol map f Ä + T ( f ) was a linear surjection from L (S 1 , + T ) onto C(T ) inducing a faithful and order preserving surjection from L (S 1 , + T ) + onto C + (T ).
If T belongs to a W*-algebra M acting on H, any X # C + (T) defines a positive sesquilinear continuous form (x, y) Ä (x | y) X =(Xx | y) on H_H, whose associate quasi-norm & } & X satisfies:
(ii) &Ux& X =&x& X for any x # H and any unitary U in the commutant of M.
It is easy to check that the map X Ä ( } | } ) X is a bijection from C + (T ) onto the set of all positive sesquilinear continuous forms on H_H such that the associate quasi-norm satisfies (i) and (ii). Moreover, X # C + (T ) is injective if and only if ( } | } ) X is a non degenerate scalar product. The following lemma shows how to use isometrizers to conjugate if possible an operator to a unitary element:
Lemma 3. Let T be a power bounded element in a von Neumann algebra M acting on a separable Hilbert space H.
(i) For any positive element X in M, we have:
(ii) Assume that T has dense range. For any X # C + (T ), we have:
X is an isometrizer for T U T, X is unitary.
In particular, the cone C + (T ) contains an invertible element if and only if T is conjugate to some unitary in M.
Proof. (i) Let X be a positive element in M. If there exists a partial isometry U in M with Supp(U)=Supp(X) and such that UX 1Â2 =X 1Â2 T, we have
and hence X # C + (T ). Assume conversely that X # C + (T ). Since we have
we get |X 1Â2 T | =|X 1Â2 |. By polar decomposition, there exists a unique partial isometry U in M whose support coincide with supp(X 1Â2 T )= supp(X), and such that X 1Â2 T=UX 1Â2 .
(ii) If X is one-one, the initial support of U=U T, X is the identity. Let us see that the final support of U is the identity, a fact which will imply that U is unitary. At this end, note that the final support of U coincide with the projection onto the closure of the range of X 1Â2 T. Since Im(X 1Â2 ) is dense in H and T has a dense range, we see that Im(X 1Â2 T ) is dense in H. This implies that the final support of U is the identity. Conversely, if U=U T, X is unitary, we have supp(X)=I, and X is injective. Finally, if C + (T) contains an invertible element X, we have
where U T, X is a unitary element in M. Moreover, if there exists an inver-
&1 is a unitary element in M, a fact which implies that the invertible element |A| 2 belongs to C + (T).
Q.E.D.
On the non nullity of C + (T ). For any C 1, } -contraction T # M, we clearly have C + (T){0, since the strong limit S T =lim n Ä + T * n T n is non zero and belongs to C + (T ). More generally, we shall see that C + (T){0 for any C 1, } -power-bounded element T in a W*-algebra M acting on a separable Hilbert space H. At this end, set for any element X # M
where conv w (A) denotes the weakly closed convex hull of the set A in M. We thus define a weakly closed convex subset of M, which obviously coincide
k is bounded, and hence has a weak limit point
we see that S # C(T ), and therefore Conv T (X){<. The next lemma shows that C + (T ){0 if T is a power-bounded element of class C 1, } :
Lemma 4. Let T be a power-bounded element in a von Neumann algebra M acting on a separable Hilbert space H.
(i) Assume that there exists a non zero vector x # H such that the sequence (T n x) n 0 does not converge to zero. Then we have
(ii) For any S # Conv T (I ), we have
(iii) For any C 1, } power-bounded operator T in M, the subset Conv T (I ) of C + (T ) is non-zero, and any element in Conv T (I ) is one-one.
Proof. (i) Let x # H&[0] and assume that the sequence (T n x) n 0 does not converge to zero. We claim that there exists a constant C>0 such that &T n x& 2 C for any n 0. Indeed, if this is false, there exists an increasing sequence (n k ) k 0 of integers such that &T nk x& Ä 0 when k Ä + . Since we have
we get that &T n x& Ä 0 when n Ä + , a contradiction. So there exists a constant C>0 such that we have
for any finitely supported sequence (* 0 , * 1 , ..., * n , ...) of positive real numbers with sum 1. Consequently, (Sx | x) C for any S # Conv T (I ) and assertion (i) follows.
(ii) and (iii) Immediate from (i).
Definition 2. Let T be a power bounded-element in a von Neumann algebra M. We shall call any element in the convex set
a dominant isometrizer for T.
So we know from Lemma 4 that any C 1, } power-bounded element T in M has dominant isometrizers, which are all injective.
Completely Positive Projections onto C(T )
Let again T be a power bounded element in a von Neumann algebra M acting on a separable Hilbert space H. It is useful to describe the dominant isometrizers for T as images E(I ) of the identity through special completely positive projections E: M Ä M. Let us briefly develop this viewpoint (cf. [Cas. Fa. 3 In particular, E is norm continuous and satisfies the following Schwarz inequality:
] for more informations). Recall that a linear map
Definition 3. Let T be a power-bounded element in M. We shall call any completely positive map E: M Ä M such that
a completely positive projection associated with T.
Denote by CPP(T ) the set of all completely positive projections E: M Ä M associated with T. For any E # CPP(T ), we clearly have E(X )=X for any X # C(T ), and hence E is a projection having C(T) for image. It is not difficult to prove, by applying for instance the Schauder Tychonoff fixed point theorem to the bounded linear map 8 Ä 8 T on B(M), where 8 T (X ) = 8(T*XT )(X # M), that CPP(T) { < for any power-bounded element T # M. In fact, we may prove more (cf. [Cas. Fa. 4, 5] ): Theorem 1. Let T be a power-bounded operator in a von Neumann algebra M acting on a separable Hilbert space H. For any X 0 # M and any S 0 # Conv T (X 0 ), there exists a completely positive projection E # CPP(T ) such that:
(ii) For any bounded ultrawealkly measurable function X from a measurable space (0, B) into M, and any bounded measure + on 0 we have
We will not need this result, which is based on Mokobodzki's medial limits, and which shows that any dominant isometrizer for T is the image of the identity through some nice completely positive projection E # CPP(T ).
Uniqueness of E # CPP(T ) in Finite von Neumann Algebras. Now let M be a finite von Neumann algebra acting on a separable Hilbert space H, and denote by { a faithful finite trace on M such that {(I )=I. We shall show that CPP(T) reduces to a point for any power-bounded element T in M.
Theorem 2. Let M be a finite von Neumann algebra acting on a separable Hilbert space H, and T be a power-bounded element in M.
(i) For any X # M, the set Conv T (X ) reduces to a single point, denoted by E T (X );
(ii) For any X # M, the sequence (_ n (X)) n 1 , where _ n (X)= 1Ân n&1 k=0 T* k XT k , strongly converges to E T (X);
(iii) The map X Ä E T (X ) is a normal completely positive projection E T # CPP(T), and it is the only completely positive projection associated with T;
(iv) For any pair X, Y of elements in M, we have:
Proof. (i) Let X # M. Since T is power-bounded, we have Conv T (X){<. Let Z, Z$ # Conv T (X ). To prove that Z=Z$, it suffices to show that {((Z&Z$) Y)=0 for any Y # M. Since T * is power-bounded, we know that Conv T * (Y ){<. Let us fix Y$ # Conv T * (Y ). Since H is separable, the weak topology on the unit ball of M is metrizable by [Dix., Chap. I, Sect. 3, p. 32 for any n 1.
Letting n Ä + and using the weak continuity of the map A Ä {(ZA), we get
{(ZY)={(ZY$).
Consider now a (bounded) sequence (Z n ) n 1 of elements in conv[T * k XT k | k 1] which converges weakly to Z. Since we have for any finitely supported sequence (* 0 , * 1 , ..., * k , ...) of positive numbers with sum 1
we get
for any n 1, and hence
{(ZY$)={(XY$).
It follows that
where Y$ does not depend on Z. In the same way, we get {(Z$Y)={(XY$), and hence
This shows that Conv T (X ) reduces to a single point (denoted by E T (X )), and (i) is proved. Passing by, we have proved that
(ii) Let X # M. The sequence (_ n (X)) n 1 of Cesaro means _ n (X )=1Ân n&1 k=0 T* k XT k weakly converges to E T (X ). Indeed, since we have T*_ n (X) T&_ n (X )= T * n XT n &X n for any n 1, any weak limit point of the sequence (_ n (X )) n 1 belongs Conv T (X ), and hence coincide with E T (X ) by (i). Since the weak topology on the unit ball of M is metrizable and compact (cf. [Dix., Chap. I, Sect. 3, p. 32]), the sequence (_ n (X)) n 1 , weakly converges to E T (X ). Let us show that this sequence strongly converges to E T (X ). At this end, consider the bounded linear map 8 T : X Ä T *XT from the Hilbert space L 2 (M, {) (equipped with the norm &X& 2 =-{(X*X )) into itself. Since 8 T is power-bounded, the mean ergodic theorem (cf. [Dun. Schwa., Chap. VIII.5.2, Corollary 3, p. 662]) implies that (_ n (X )) n 1 converges in the & }& 2 -norm to the projec-
and hence
where &A& 1 ={(|A| ). This implies that E(X ) # M, and hence (_ n (X )&E(X)) n 1 is a bounded sequence in M such that
By [Dix. , Chap. I, Sect. 4, Prop. 4, p. 58], we get that (_ n (X )) n 1 , strongly converges to E(X ). In particular, the sequence (_ n (X )) n 1 weakly converges to E(X ), and hence E(X)=E T (X). This proves (ii).
(iii) It follows immediately from the formula E T (X)=strong lim n Ä + _ n (X ) that E T # CPP(T ). To prove the ultraweak continuity of E T , we only have to show (thanks to the metrizability of the weak unit ball of M and the Krein Smulian theorem) that the map X Ä ,(E T (X)) is ultraweakly sequentially continuous for any , # M. This is obvious if ,={( }Y) where Y # M, because we have in this case by (i)
,(E T (X ))={(E T (X) Y)={(XE T * (Y )).
Since elements of the form ,={( }Y) with Y # M are dense in M * , we immediately get the ultraweak continuity of E T . The other assertions of (iii) are obvious.
(iv) Follows from (i).
Note also that we have from Theorem 2 (ii)
for any pair A, B of elements in M commuting with T.
Definition 4. Let M be a finite von Neumann algebra acting on a separable Hilbert space H. For any power-bounded element T in M, we shall denote by S T the unique dominant isometrizer E T (I) of T.
By Theorem 2 (ii), we have S T =strong lim n Ä + 1Ân n&1 k=0 T* k T k . If T # M is a power-bounded element of class C 1, } , then S T is one one by Lemma 4 (ii). By using straightforward duality arguments, we may easily deduce from Theorem 2: Proposition 1. Let M be a finite von Neumann algebra acting on a separable Hilbert space H, and let T be a power-bounded element in M.
(i) For any p(1<p<+ ), the map X Ä E T (X ) extends uniquely to a bounded linear projection (still denoted by E T ) from L p (M, {) into itself, whose range is the set of all
, where q is the exponent conjugate to p(1 p<+ ).
Proof. Left to the reader. Q.E.D.
2.3. Some Remarks on the Map X Ä T *XT Let M be a von Neumann algebra acting on a separable Hilbert space H, and denote by B(M) be the space of all bounded linear maps from M to M. Recall that B(M)=(M # M * )*, where M # M * is the projective tensor product, the duality being given by (ii) O (i) Let | be a faithful weakly continuous state on the center Z(M) of M. By [Sak., Prop. 1.24.5, p . 78], we can extend | to a weakly continuous linear form , on M such that &,&=&|&=1. Denote by K the norm closed convex subset of M * generated by the , b 8 U where U runs over the group U(M) of all unitaries in M. We thus define a non empty 
Denote by G the group of weakly continuous affine transformations 9 Ä 9 b 8 U , where U runs over U(M). Since K is invariant by the action of G, there exists by the Ryll Nardzewski fixed point theorem an element { in K which is fixed by the action of G. In particular, { is a weakly continuous form on M such that {(XY)={(YX ) for any X, Y # M. Moreover, it is clear that {(X)=|(X ) for any X # M. Let us see that { is positive. At this end, consider the polar decomposition {=V |{| of {. From the unitary invariance of {, we deduce that |{| is central and V # Z(M). It follows that
and since { coincide with | on Z(M), we get &{&=1={(I ). This proves that { is positive. To prove that M is finite, it thus suffices to prove that { is faithful. But it follows again from the centrality of { that the support of { belongs to Z(M), and hence coincide with the support of |, which is the identity. This shows that { is a faithful normal tracial state, and achieves the proof of the theorem.
Denote by A 8 T the dual algebra on M generated by 8 T , i.e., the smallest
Obvious examples show that A 8 T is not commutative in general.
Question. Is A 8 T commutative when M is finite?
A positive answer would be a good motivation to investigate more closely the structure of A 8 T . This question is strongly related to the existence of some countable ordinal d such that A 8 T =E d , where E d is the subspace of B(M) defined by:
Here, the main problem comes from the non separability of the predual of B(M), which prevents from using the classical argument of [Ban. Annexe, Sect. 1, p. 213] .
POWER-BOUNDED ELEMENTS OF CLASS C 1, } IN FINITE VON NEUMANN ALGEBRAS
Throughout this section, we shall denote by M a finite von Neumann algebra acting on a separable Hilbert space H, and by { a faithful normal tracial state on M.
Statement of the Result
Let us first show that a power-bounded element in M, whose spectrum is contained in S 1 , is of class C 1, } :
Proposition 2. Let M be a finite von Neumann algebra acting on a separable Hilbert space H. Any power-bounded element T in M, whose spectrum is contained in S 1 , is of class C 1, 1 .
Proof. It is enough to prove that T is of class C 1, } , because this will imply that T * (which satisfies the same hypothesis as T) is of class C 1, } too. Assume on the contrary that T is not C 1, } . Since we have
by Lemma 4, the dominant isometrizer S T has a non zero kernel. Let P # M be the orthogonal projection on Ker(S T ), and set T 1 =PTP. We thus get a power-bounded element T 1 in the finite von Neumann algebra M 1 =M P , which is of class C 0, } . Moreover, the spectrum of T 1 is contained in the unit circle. Indeed, since P(H)=Ker(S T ) is invariant under T and M is finite, we know by Lemma 2 that _(T 1 ) is contained into _(T ), and hence is contained in S 1 . To get a contradiction from the existence of T 1 , it suffices to prove that there is no C 0, } element in a finite von Neumann algebra, whose spectrum is contained in the unit circle. Let T be such a C 0, } element in M with S 1 $_(T ). Then, the sequence (T * n T n ) n 1 , strongly converges to 0, and hence lim n Ä + {(|T n | )=0 by the Cauchy Schwarz inequality. On the other hand, since the spectrum of T is contained in S 1 , we know by [Cas. Fa. 1, 2] that there exists a (uniquely defined) probability measure
0 e int d& T (t) for any integer n 0. 
But we have {(Log |I&2e [Fa. Lemma 1.4 (i), p. 218] or [Fa. Ko.] , and hence we get from the preceding equality Log 2 2{(|T n | ) for any integer n 1, a fact which is absurd because lim n Ä + {(|T n | )=0. This proves that T is of class C 1, } .
In [Cas. Fa. 1, 2] , we proved that any contraction in a finite von Neumann algebra, whose spectrum is contained in the unit circle, is unitary. For power-bounded elements whose spectrum is contained in S 1 , we may prove:
Theorem 4. Let T be a power-bounded element in a finite von Neumann algebra acting on a separable Hilbert space H. The following conditions are equivalent:
(ii) T is of class C 1, 1 ; (iii) There exist a positive invertible element A # M and a unitary U # M such that T=A &1 UA;
(iv) The spectrum of T is contained in S 1 .
Moreover, if one of these conditions holds, we may take for A the square root of the strong limit of the Cesaro means of the sequence (T * n T n ) n 0 .
Part of this theorem answers a question stated by I. Kovacz in 1970 (cf. [Kova. p. 352] ). The main implication is (i) O (iii). We know by Proposition 2 that (iv) O (i). We shall show that (i) O (iii). Since we trivially have (iii) O (ii) O (i), the theorem will be proved.
Proof of Theorem 4
For any power-bounded element T in M, set
where S T =E T (I ) and S T * =E T * (I ). We thus define an element R T # M which obviously satisfies &R T & lim sup n Ä + &T n & 4 and has the following supplementary nice properties:
Lemma 5. Let M be a finite von Neumann algebra acting on a separable Hilbert space H. For any power-bounded element T in M, we have:
(iii) The spectrum of R T is contained in the positive real line.
Proof. (i) TR T =TS T * S T =TS T * (T*S T T)=(TS T * T*) S T T= S T * S T T=R T T.
(ii) We obviously have R n+1 T =S T* R T * n S T for any integer n 0, and the result follows by linearity. Q.E.D.
The main result of Section 3 will be that _(R T ) is contained in [1, + [ whenever T is of class C 1, } . The proof rests on a sequence of lemmas:
Lemma 6. Let M be a finite von Neumann algebra acting on a separable Hilbert space H, and T be a power-bounded element in M. There exists a unique positive measure ;=; T on [1, + [ such that
Moreover, ; T is compactly supported.
Proof. Uniqueness of ;. Let ; be some positive measure on [1, + [ such that
As ;(1)={(R 2 T ) is finite, the measure ; is bounded. For any integer n 1, we have
where
. Letting n Ä + , we get |t| &R T & for ;-almost all t 1, and hence ; is supported by [1, Max(1, &R T &)]. Since it is compactly supported, the measure ; is completely determined by its moments, and hence is unique.
Existence of ;. For any integer n 0, set c n ={(R
n+2 T
). We shall prove the existence of ; by showing that (c n ) n 0 is a sequence of moments on [1, + [. Since any polynomial P # R[X ] which is positive on [1, + [ decomposes as a sum P(X)=P 1 (X) 2 +(X&1) P 2 (X) 2 with P 1 , P 2 # R[X ], it suffices to prove that {(R 2 T P(R T )) 0 for P=Q 2 and P=(X&1) Q 2 , where Q # R[X ]. But we have
because Q 2 (R* T ) R* T commutes with T * by Lemma 5 (i). Since E T * (S T * )= S T * , we get and hence
T Q 2 (R T ))), and hence _Q 2 (R T )) 0. This achieves to prove that (c n ) n 0 is a moments onf [1, + [. To prove that _(R T ) is contained in [1, + ] for any po element T of class C 1, } , we shall consider the operator
where 0 : 1, and # is the path in Fig. 1 . Since # may intersect the spectrum of R T at the point m= we need an estimate on &R T (zI&R T )
&1 & for z close to m in correctly Z. We shall use the following resolvant's estimate
which is an obvious consequence of the next lemma:
Lemma 7.4. Let A, B be two bounded operators acting T=AB. Assume that A is positive and B is selfadjoint. For any have
is invertible and satisfies: &T &A&&B&Â|Im(z)|;
(ii) T*(T *&zI ) &1 belongs to the dual algebra A T * ge Proof. (i) Set X=A 1Â2 and Y=A 1Â2 B. Since the spectr coincide (up to the origin) with the spectrum of the selfa Fig. 1 . The path #.
POWER-BOUNDED OPERATORS
YX=A
1Â2 BA 1Â2 , we see that _(T ) is contained in the real line. For any z # C&R, the element T&zI is therefore invertible, and we have
By direct computation, we get z(XY&zI ) &1 =X(YX&zI ) &1 Y&I, and hence
& 1Â|Im(z)| by spectral theory, and hence:
(ii) Since the spectrum of T* is contained in R + , it suffices by [Cas. 3, Prop., p. 102] Let us now show that R T is invertible for any power-bounded element T # M of class C 1, } :
Lemma 8. Let M be a finite von Neumann algebra acting on a separable Hilbert space H, and let T be a power-bounded element in M. Assume that T is of class C 1, } . Then, the spectrum of R T =S T * S T is contained in [1, + [. where # is the path pictured in Fig. 2 . The integral defining Z is norm convergent, since we hav
Let us see that Z should be zero and non zero simultaneousl tion. Since * # _(R T ), we have Z{0. Indeed, there exists theory a character / on the maximal commutative algebra ge such that /(R T )=* and hence It follows that Z{0, as claimed. On the other hand, we polynomial P # R[X], {(P(R* T ) S T Z)={(P(R* T ) E T (S T Z))={(E T * (P(R* T ))
={(E T* (I ) P(R* T ) S T Z)
={(S T* P(R* T ) S T Z)={(P(R T ) R T Z).
Set a=Max(1, &R T &). Using the measure ;=; T defined in get {(P(R* T ) S T Z)={(P(R T ) R T Z) for any X in the dual algebra A T * generated by T *. Since we have (zI&R* T ) &1 # A T * for any z # R + by Lemma 7 (ii), we get Z* # A T* . Set X=Z* in (1). We get {(Z*S T Z)=0 and hence Z*S T Z=0. Since S T is positive, we deduce that S T Z=0. But T is of class C 1, } , so that S T is oneone by Lemma 4 (ii), and hence Z=0, a contradiction. This proves that _(R T ) & ]0, 1[ =<.
Second
Step. Let us prove that 0 Â _(R T ). Since we know that _(R T Let us show that the condition P{0 leads to a contradiction. Since PR T =R T P=0 and S T is injective, we get : S T * P*=0=PS T * , and hence 0={(P*PS T * )={(PE T * (I ) P*)={(E T* (P*P))={(P*S T P), and hence S T P=0, which is absurd because T is of class C 1 . Q.E.D.
We are now in position to prove the following theorem, which answers a question stated by I. Kovacz in 1970 (cf. [Kova., p. 352] 
):
End of the Proof of Theorem 4. We are now in position to conjugate any T of class C 1, } to a unitary. It follows from Lemma 8 that R T =S T * S T is invertible. In particular, S T * is non zero, and there exists a constant C>0 such that C &x& &R T x& for any x # H.
From the relations
C &x& &R T x& &S T * & } &S T x&, we get C &S T * & &1 &x& &S T x& for any x # H, and hence the image of S T is closed. Since S T is positive and one one, it is invertible, and it follows from Lemma 4 that (S T ) 1Â2 T (S T ) &1Â2 is a unitary element in M.
